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The propulsion systems used in commercial supersonic transport (SST) aircraft, such as the Concorde, have used

repurposed engines or derivative engines based on cores from existing donor engines rather than purpose-designed

clean-sheet engines. A similar approach is currently being adopted in the development of new SSTs. Turbomachinery

components and cooling mass flow rates in derivative engines are sized by the design cycle of the donor engine and

constrain the design of the derivative engine cycle. Here, we identify the constraints imposed by the donor engines and

quantify their impact on the specific fuel consumption (SFC), certification noise, andNOx (oxides of nitrogen) emissions

index [EI(NOx)] relative to purpose-designed clean-sheet engines.We design and optimize a clean-sheet and derivative

engine for a notional 55 metric ton SST proposed by NASA. A clean-sheet engine optimized for SFC results in an

approximately 4.5% reduction in SFC, an approximately 2.5-fold increase in EI(NOx), and a 1.2 EPNdB increase in

certification noise relative to the derivative engine.Applying a constraint onEI(NOx) to the clean-sheet engine results in

anapproximately 0.5%reduction inSFCrelative to thederivative engine.Theworkprovides aquantitative comparison

of clean-sheet purpose-built engines and derivative engines from an environmental perspective that can inform policy

makers as they develop updated environmental standards for civil supersonic aircraft.

Nomenclature

a0 = ambient speed of sound, m/s
D = fan diameter, m
Dp = certification mass of emissions

cp = specific heat capacity, J/kg/K

EI = emission index, g/kg
EPNL = effective perceived noise level, Effective Perceived

Noise (EPNdB)
ER = extraction ratio (Pt1.6∕Pt6)
FAR = fuel/air ratio
Foo = rated thrust for certification
fcorr = � _mfLHV∕a0D2p0�; corrected fuel flow rate
L∕D = lift to drag ratio
LHV = lower heating value, J/kg
_mf = mass flow rate of fuel, kg/s

_mi = mass flow rate at station i, kg/s
N = spool speed, rpm
Pt;i = total pressure at station i, Pa
SFC = specific fuel consumption, kg/s/kN
Tt;i = total temperature at station i, K
V jet = jet velocity, m/s

δi = Pi∕PSTD, where PSTD � 101.325 kPa
θi = Ti∕TSTD, where TSTD � 298.15 K

πoo = overall pressure ratio at rated thrust

I. Introduction

T HERE has been recent growth in interest in the development of
civil supersonic transport (SST), with several new aircraft

designs being pursued by the industry [1,2]. However, although
emissions standards for subsonic aircraft have been updated four
times since they were first adopted in 1981 [3], the existing environ-
mental regulations for supersonic aircraft are based on the Concorde,
and their relevance today is unclear. Literature suggests that the
environmental impact of SST is different from subsonic aircraft
and will be one of the major challenges for their public acceptance
and commercial success [4–6]. The International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) is considering new environmental standards
for future commercial supersonic aircraft because gas turbine engines
for supersonic applications have significantly different operating
conditions than their subsonic counterparts. Engines designed for
SST aircraft need to operate at both subsonic and supersonic con-
ditions during different phases of flight and typically operate at
higher altitudes (12–18 km) than subsonic aircraft (10–12 km).
Furthermore, the aerodynamics of supersonic flight, such as the
presence of wave drag, result in a stronger coupling between the
airframe and the propulsion system than in a subsonic aircraft. This
coupling imposes additional size constraints on the engine inlet to
minimize overall aircraft drag,which typically implies a constraint on
the maximum fan diameter that can be used. Additionally, the low-
speed aerodynamic characteristics of these airplanes require rela-
tively high-speed takeoff and landing, compared to subsonic aircraft,
corresponding to higher operating takeoff and landing thrust [7].
These differences in flight conditions and propulsion system require-
ments impact performance metrics such as fuel consumption, pollu-
tant emissions, and noise during takeoff and landing.
The development of propulsion systems for supersonic applications

can range from purpose-built, clean-sheet designs to the adoption of
existing production engines. Historically, propulsion systems for civil
supersonic transport were adapted from existing engines to meet the
propulsion requirements of the new application. The Rolls–Royce
Olympus 593 engine that powered the last civil supersonic aircraft,
Concorde, was derived from an engine developed for amilitary aircraft:
theAvroVulcan [8]. Similarly, companies that are currently developing
civil supersonic aircraft have proposed propulsion system concepts
based on the cores of existing gas turbine engines used for subsonic
application, without the use of an afterburner. Proposed propulsion
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systems such as the General Electric Affinity engine [9] combine the
core (consisting of the high-pressure compressor, combustor, and high-
pressure turbine) of a subsonic donor engine with a new low-pressure
spool (fan and low-pressure turbine) and necessarymodifications to the
inlet (supersonic diffuser) and exhaust (variable nozzle area).While the
engine can be adapted in other forms, such as scaling existing cores and
the modification of certain compressor or turbine stages, for this work,
we define a derivative engine as using an existing core from a donor
enginewithout anymodifications, alongwith anew low-pressure spool.
The differences in operating conditions and requirements of the

propulsion systems between subsonic donor engines and supersonic
derivative engines suggests that the performance of these derivative
engines might be suboptimal relative to purpose-built engines for the
same supersonic application. However, the fuel burn, emissions, and
noise of a derivative engine relative to a clean-sheet engine have not
previously been quantified. Quantifying the environmental perfor-
mance of derivative engines relative to clean-sheet engine designs will
help inform policy makers and other stakeholders while developing
new environmental standards. In this work, we identify how the
constraints imposed by the donor core affect the feasible design space
for the derivative engine for the SST using a first-principles approach.
This work provides the first estimate of the noise and emissions of a
derivative engine as a function of the constraints imposed by the donor
core and demonstrates these impacts on the NASA Supersonic Tech-
nology Concept Airplane (STCA).

II. Methods

The constraints imposed by the donor engine core on the design
space of the derivative engine are analyzed by comparing the relative
performance of the derivative engine against a clean-sheet design.
The differences in fuel burn, engine certification noise, and NOx

emissions are quantified using an engine cycle model, the P3-T3

method to calculateNOx emissions, and the certification noise levels
are calculated using standard noise source models [10] on the NASA
STCA Standard takeoff and approach trajectory following the work
of Berton et al. [11]. The following sections detail the methods used
to model the engine thermodynamic cycle, calculate the NOx emis-
sions index (EI), and the certification noise level.

A. Mission Analysis and Propulsion System Requirements

The STCA designed by NASA is a 55 tonne aircraft with a design
range of 4240 nmi (7852 km), carrying eight passengers and cruising
at Mach 1.4 at altitudes between 44,000 and 51,000 ft (13.4 and
15.5 km), powered by three derivative engines based on the CFM56-
5B3 engine [11]. The aerodynamic characteristics of the STCA air-
frame are used in this work to define the propulsion system require-
ments and the subsequent impact of design space constraints on the
performance, emissions, and noise of derivative engines relative to
purpose-built clean-sheet engines for supersonic application.
The derivative and clean-sheet engine are designed to meet the

propulsion system requirements of the NASA STCA, as summarized
in Table 1. The top-of-climb and end-of-cruise thrust requirements
correspond to a rate of climb of 810 ft/min (4.1 m/s) (at a weight of
111,000 lb or 494 kN and L/D of 7.35) and 200 ft/min (1 m/s) (at a
weight of 61,500 lb or 274 kN and L/D of 6.5). An engine is modeled
to meet the requirements at multiple mission points as shown in
Table 1. The top-of-climb conditions are chosen as the aerodynamic
design point (ADP) for any component that is being designed. This
does not apply to the donor core because theADP for the donor core is
determined by the donor engine cycle.

B. Propulsion System Design

The CFM56-5B3 engine is chosen as the donor engine for the
derivative engine core, consistent with the work of Berton et al. [11]
in which the STCA aircraft was designed with a CFM56-5B3 based
derivative engine. A model drawing of the donor engine architecture
is shown in the bottom half of Fig. 1. The low-pressure spool of the
donor engine consists of a fan and low-pressure compressor (LPC),
powered by the low-pressure turbine (LPT); the high-pressure spool
consists of a high-pressure compressor (HPC) powered by the high-
pressure turbine (HPT) that, along with the combustor, constitute the
core of the engine. The top half of Fig. 1 shows the derivative engine
which uses the same core components HPC, combustor, and HPT
(shown in red, labeled as common core in Fig. 1] as the donor engine
(shown on the bottom half). This core taken from the donor engine is
assumed to be used in the derivative engine without any modifica-
tions. The derivative engine has a purpose-designed low-pressure
spool as well as a supersonic inlet and a mixed-flow nozzle.
The Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) software

[12] is used to develop a thermodynamic cycle model of the donor
engine. The thrust produced by the donor engine as a function of fuel
flow rate, as calculated by the NPSS model, is validated against
publicly available certification data maintained by European Avia-
tion Safety Agency (EASA) in the ICAOAircraft Engine Emissions
Databank (EDB) [13], as shown in Fig. 2. The allowable measure-
ment uncertainty in the fuel flow data presented in the EDB is�2%,
while the uncertainty in the engine thrust is�1% at rated thrust and
�5% at the lowest thrust setting [3]. The root mean squared (RMS)
error between the fuel flow calculated from the NPSS model and the
EDB data is 1.3% across all the thrust values. The component

Table 1 Propulsion system requirements (per engine) for
the STCA; the top-of-climb conditions are chosen as the

aerodynamic design point for any component that is purpose
designed for the application

SLS Takeoff Top of climb End of cruise

Altitude, km 0 0 12.5 15.5
Altitude, ft 0 0 41,000 51,000
Mach 0 0.25 1.4 1.4
Net thrust, kN 74 63 24 15
Net thrust, lbf 16,620 14,140 5,500 3,300

Fig. 1 Engine architecture schematic. The lower half shows the subsonic donor engine. The high-pressure spool (red) is used in the derivative engine (top
half) along with modifications to the inlet, fan, and nozzle as shown on the top half of the figure.
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characteristics such as efficiency and pressure ratio of the turboma-
chinery were thus calibrated. A summary of the CFM56-5B3 NPSS
donor engine model characteristics at sea-level static (SLS) condi-
tions is given in Appendix A.
As shown in the engine architecture diagram in Fig. 1, the deriva-

tive engine uses the high-pressure core of the donor engine. The low-
pressure spool consists of a fan and a LPT. An external compression
supersonic inlet with two oblique shocks is mounted upstream of the
fan, with the pressure recovery modeled using standard oblique
shock equations [14]. A fully mixed, variable area nozzle is added
downstream of the LPT. The engine is designed such that the nozzle
pressure ratio is approximately 2.0 at takeoff conditions, which keeps
the flow just choked to avoid shock-cell noise. Polytropic efficiencies
(obtained via calibration of the NPSS donor engine model as
described previously) of the turbomachinery components at their
design points are fixed to the CFM56-5B3 technology level. The
dimensional quantities characterizing the engine cycle, such as the
flow areas and the cooling bleed flow fractions of the donor engine
core, are treated as fixed constants in the derivative engine model,
thereby representing the use of the donor core without any modifi-
cations. This means that, during the design of the derivative engine,
theHPC,HPT, and combustor are not sized but are instead operated at
off-design conditions, while the fan and LPT are sized (i.e., the map
scalars of the high-pressure turbomachinery, the flow areas, and the
cooling bleed flow fractions of the CFM56-5B3 donor engine core
are held constant).
The engine architecture for the clean-sheet design is the same as for

the derivative design. However, all the components for the clean-sheet
engine along with the high-pressure core are purpose designed. The
maximum polytropic efficiencies of the turbomachinery components
in the clean-sheet design are set to theCFM56-5B3values tomodel the
same technology level. The turbine cooling flow requirements are
sized according to the semi-empirical method from Gauntner [15].

C. Sensitivity of Clean-Sheet and Derivative Engines to Propulsion
System Requirements

An optimizer coupled with the NPSS models described here is
used to optimize the engine cycle subject to constraints such as the
turbine metal temperature and fan diameter. To quantify the sensi-
tivity of the optimal clean-sheet and derivative engines to the pro-
pulsion system requirements, the optimization is repeated for a sweep
of parameters of interest. Specifically, the impact of a change in
engine thrust requirement (corresponding to an airframe weight
increase for a fixed L/D characteristic) is assessed for a fixed set of
flight conditions (cruise Mach number and altitude). A �5% varia-
tion in thrust required relative to the STCA aircraft [11] is considered

because this might be representative of typical thrust requirement

growth during an aircraft development program.

D. Quantifying Engine NOx Emissions

The formation of NOx in nonpremixed gas turbine combustors

(especially at cruise and takeoff) is dominated by thermal NO pro-

duction via the Zeldovich mechanism [16]. The production rate of

NO is a function of the flame temperature and the residence time. In a

rich font-end combustor, the stoichiometric flame temperature is a

function of the inlet temperature of the gas, and therefore the com-

bustor inlet temperature Tt3 can be used to estimate the production of

NOx, and then a pressure correction can be performed to account for

the reduced ambient pressure at cruise using the combustor inlet

pressure Pt3. This method is known as the P3-T3 method [17]. In an

engine designed for supersonic cruise, the freestream flow is decel-

erated by a series of shocks in the intake to approximatelyMach 0.5–

0.6 at the fan face to be compatible with the fan. The operating Mach

number of downstream components after the intake is no different

from an engine designed for subsonic aircraft. The only impact of the

increased cruise Mach number of supersonic aircraft manifests as an

increase in total temperature and pressure at the inlet to the first

compressor (or fan) blade due to the ram compression. A comparison

between the P3-T3 method based estimate of the EI�NOx� of the
Olympus 593 engine to in-flight measurement of EI�NOx� in the

plume of the Concorde was conducted by Fahey et al. [18], and the

empirical estimates were found to be within 20% of the measure-

ments. The cruise Mach number of the Concorde during these in-

flight measurements wasMach 1.97 at an altitude of 16.1 km, further

supporting the applicability of the P3-T3 for engines designed for

supersonic cruise.
The P3-T3 method [17] is therefore used to estimate the emission

index ofNOx for a given engine operating condition in this work. The

emission index ofNOx is assumed to be proportional toP0.4
t3 [17], and

a polynomial fit in Tt3 is constructed based on sea-level EDB

emission index data for the CFM56-5B3 based on standard-day

absolute humidity,

EI�NOx�
P0.4
t3

� 6.26 ⋅ 10−8T3
t3 − 0.001171 ⋅ T2

t3 � 0.0737 ⋅ Tt3 − 15.04

(1)

where temperature is in kelvin, pressure is in kilopascals, and

EI(NOx) is in grams of NOx per kilogram of fuel. This polynomial

fit and the corresponding EDB data are shown in Fig. 3. The root

mean squared error of the P3-T3 model relative to the certification

data is 0.33 g/kg. Because the emissions for rich front-end combus-

tors are largely controlled by the flame temperature and quenching of

the primary zone effluents, it is assumed that the regressionmodel for

NOx based on the donor CFM56-5B3 engine is representative of the

emissions trends for the same combustor used in the derivative and

Fig. 2 Comparison of CFM56-5B3 thrust vs fuel flow characteristic for
NPSS engine model and engine EDB. The uncertainty bars show the
allowed measurement uncertainty in the fuel flow and thrust measure-
ments as reported in the EDB.

Fig. 3 EDB emission indices data of theCFM56-5B3 approximated by a
polynomial fit following the P3-T3 method [see Eq. (1)].
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clean-sheet engines. Emissions of NOx at cruise are calculated by
applying humidity corrections to Eq. (1) at altitude [17].

E. Quantifying Engine Noise

The aircraft certification cumulative noise levels are computed
using the open-source aircraft noise estimation model, pyNA [19],
that is an implementation of the methods outlined by Zorumski [10].
The noise sources modeled in pyNA account for the fan broadband
and tones, the core noise, the jet mixing noise, and the airframe noise.
Further details on the modeling of the noise sources and propagation
as well as validation against literature can be found in the work by
Voet et al. [19]. The certification cumulative effective perceived noise
level (EPNL), i.e., the sum of lateral, flyover, and approach EPNL, is
used to quantify the noise levels for the derivative and clean-sheet
engine designs. The noise levels are estimated on the NASA STCA
Standard takeoff and approach trajectory following the work of
Berton et al. [11]. Berton et al. denote the Standard trajectory as
one that abides by the procedures in ICAO Annex 16 Volume I [20]
for subsonic transport-category airplanes. By considering fixed take-
off and approach trajectories, any variations in noise levels originate
from differences between the derivative and clean-sheet engine
designs. Potential noise reductions are possible using variable noise
reduction systems [21] such as a programmed thrust cut-back or
programed high-lift devices.

III. Results and Discussion

We first describe the operation of the donor engine core and the
associated constraints on the design space of the derivative engine.
The impact of these design space constraints on the thrust-specific
fuel consumption (SFC), NOx emissions index [EI�NOx�], and cer-
tification noise levels of the derivative engine relative to a clean-sheet
engine are quantified in the subsequent sections.

A. Donor Engine Core Characteristics

Tomodel the use of the donor engine core in the derivative engine,
the operating characteristics of the core need to be determined. The
operating conditions of the components on the high-speed core spool
from the donor engine are determined by the conservation of mass,
power balance between the turbine and compressor on each shaft, and
energy balance across the combustor. Using these relations and
assuming choked turbines, the core temperature ratio Tt4.5∕Tt2.5,
the core pressure ratio Pt45∕Pt25, the core inlet corrected mass flow

rate _m2.5

��������
θ2.5

p
∕δ2.5, and the nondimensional fuel flow rate FAR ×

LHV∕cpTt2.5 can be defined as functions of the corrected high-spool

speedNH∕
��������
θ2.5

p
and the temperature ratio between the high-pressure

turbine inlet and the high-pressure compressor inlet Tt4.1∕Tt2.5. This
relation is given as

Tt4.5

Tt2.5

;
Pt4.5

Pt2.5

;
_m2.5

��������
θ2.5

p
δ2.5

;
FAR × LHV

cpTt2.5

� f

�
Tt4

Tt2.5

;
NH��������
θ2.5

p
�

(2)

The thermodynamic stations inside the gas turbine engine are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The set of relations in Eq. (2) constitutes the core
pumping characteristics. The core temperature ratio and the high
spool corrected speed uniquely determine the operating point of the
donor core used in the derivative engine. The core pumping charac-
teristics in Eq. (2) can also be recast in terms of other variables such as
the temperature ratio Tt4.1∕Tt2.5 and the compressor inlet corrected

mass flow _m2.5

��������
θ2.5

p
∕δ2.5. Themass flow rate through the core can be

set by any downstream component such as a low-pressure turbine (as
in a two-spool engine) or a propulsive nozzle (as in a single-spool
turbojet). In the present work, the LPT of the derivative engine
determines the mass flow rate through the core and, along with a
specified Tt4.1∕Tt2.5 ratio, determines the operating point of the core.

B. Design Space of Derivative Engine

In general, the engine design space is characterized by a set of
design parameters: the temperature ratio Tt4.1∕Tt2, the fan pressure

ratio πfan, the HPC pressure ratio πhpc, the extraction ratio ER defined

as Pt1.6∕Pt6, the polytropic efficiency of the various components
ηpoly, and specific attributes for other components such as the mixer,

nozzle, and inlet. Thus, the performance metrics such as the specific
thrust �Fn∕ _maa0�, SFC,EI�NOx�, and EPNL can be described by the
following functional relationship:

Fn

_maa0
; SFC;EI�NOx�;EPNL; : : :

� f

�
Tt4.1

Tt2

; πfan; πhpc;ER; ηpoly;i; ηinlet; Tlimit : : :

�
;

design variables∶
Tt4.1

Tt2

; πfan; πhpc;ER;

technology specific parameters∶ηpoly;i; ηinlet; Tlimit; : : : (3)

The turbine inlet to fan inlet temperature ratio �Tt4.1∕Tt2�, the
compressor pressure ratios �πfan; πHPC�, and extraction ratio are
designvariables that are chosen tomeet specific performance require-
ments. The polytropic efficiency of the turbomachinery components
and the relevant loss metrics for other components such as the inlets,
mixers, and nozzles along with material limits (such as temperature
limits for compressor and turbine materials) are representative of
achievable technology levels. Improvements in these technology
parameters will monotonically improve the engine performance in
terms of efficiency and fuel consumption, though not necessarily in
terms of NOx emissions.
In the design space of the derivative engine, the HPC pressure ratio

is not an independent design variable because the operating point of
the high-pressure core in the derivative engine is completely charac-
terized by Tt4.1∕Tt2, πfan, and ER, as detailed in Sec. III A. Therefore,
for a specified donor core and a set of technology level parameters,
the design space of the derivative engine is reduced to the space of
possible values for the independent design variables: temperature
ratio, fan pressure ratio, and extraction ratio, in other words,

Fn

_maa0
; SFC;EI�NOx�;EPNL : : : � f

�
Tt4.1

Tt2

; πfan;ER

�
(4)

The extraction ratio is kept approximately 1.0 to minimize mixing
losses and is usually 1.05–1.07 [22]. For the derivative engine
presented in thiswork, an extraction ratio of 1.06 is chosen, providing
the best SFCwith the mixer diameter not exceeding the fan diameter.
The design space of the derivative engine for typical range of the
design variables suitable for a SST aircraft is shown in Fig. 4. The
design space shown here represents a slice of the Tt4.1∕Tt2 vs πfan
plane in the design space at an ER of 1.06.
The region on the right half of the graph, shaded in red, represents

the portion of the design space where the nozzle exit flow is super-
sonic (indicated by the M � 1.0 contour) at takeoff condition and
would therefore result in increased noise due to shocks in the exhaust
flow. The turbine cooling mass flow rates in the core are determined
by the donor engine cycle. The fixed cooling flow fractions result
in higher blade metal temperatures as the compressor pressure ratio
increases, because the cooling bleed air temperature increases.
The area of the design space that results in the turbine stator vane
and rotor blade metal temperatures exceeding the materials limit
(Tvane > 1278 K andTblade > 1222 K) is also shaded in red in Fig. 4.
Therefore, the feasible design space of the engine is represented by
the unshaded region.
Figure 4 shows that the cruise SFC contours for the derivative

engine decrease monotonically with decreasing fan pressure ratio,
because lower fan pressure ratios lead to lower jet velocities and
therefore improved propulsive efficiencies. For a given fan pressure
ratio (i.e., fixed x location in Fig. 4; see Appendix C for a graph
showing a slice of the design space at πfan � 2.0), there is an optimal
temperature ratio that minimizes the SFC. However, this point is
located in the infeasible region of the design space because the blade
temperatures exceed the limits indicated by the shaded regions. The
increase in SFC above a certain temperature ratio occurs because
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increasing the turbine inlet temperature for a fixed thrust requirement

forces the high-pressure compressor (from the donor engine) to

operate at a lower compressor pressure ratio. This is due to the

predefined pumping characteristics of the donor core, as described

in more detail in Appendix C.

C. Design Space of Clean-Sheet Engine

Because the high-pressure spool is purpose designed for the clean-

sheet engine, the HPC pressure ratio is an independent design vari-

able, and the high-pressure spool components can be sized separately,

allowing for an extra degree of freedom as shown in Fig. 5. We

assume that for a purpose-built high-pressure core the components

can be designed such that the polytropic efficiencies at the aerody-

namic design point are equal to those of the donor engine at its

aerodynamic design point (i.e., represent a similar manufacturing

and design technology level; this allows us to quantify the perfor-

mance impact due to the donor core constraints and not the technol-

ogy level of the components). This means that for every (πfan,
Tt4.1∕Tt2) combination the HPC pressure ratio is a free variable that

can be used to optimize a specific objective, e.g., minimizing cruise

SFC (resulting in π�hpc), or to meet design space constraints, such as

the fan size limit or takeoff nozzle exit Mach number. This increased

degree of freedom provides better performance relative to the deriva-

tive engine. The stator vane and rotor blade temperatures in the

high-pressure turbine of the clean-sheet engine are kept below

material limits by sizing the cooling mass flow at the design point.
The impact of the ability to size the cooling flow rate to meet the
required cooling flow demand at a given temperature ratio and fan
pressure ratio is seen in the design space, as the turbine metal temper-
ature limits do not restrict the design space (unlike in the derivative
engine). As the fan pressure ratio increases, there is a region of the
design space where the nozzle exit Mach number at takeoff is
supersonic as demarcated by the white line in Fig. 5.

D. Engine Performance as Function of Propulsion System

Requirements

The previous sections presented the design space of a clean-sheet
and derivative engine for a fixed propulsion system thrust require-
ment set by the STCA airframe. The required thrust (or specific
thrust) of the airframe can impact the relative performance of a
clean-sheet and derivative engine. The following sections detail the
sensitivity of engine performance in terms of SFC, EI(NOx), and
EPNL to the design point thrust requirement. The thrust requirement
at design is perturbed by�5% relative to the baseline STCA design
point thrust requirement. At each thrust level, the clean-sheet and
derivative engines are optimized subject to the constraints shown in
Table 2. The constraints applied to all the engines are compressor and
turbine metal temperature limits and a nozzle pressure ratio limit to
reduce the extent of shock-cell noise at takeoff.
As the specific thrust �FN∕ _ma0� required from the engine is

increased, the jet velocity increases, which in turn decreases the

Fig. 4 Design space of derivative engine: Tt4.1∕Tt2 vs πfan at the engine aerodynamic design point. The unshaded region represents the feasible design
space of the derivative engine. The blue lines show contours of constant fan diameter. The STCA [11] has a fan diameter of 1.16 m (45.5 in.).

Fig. 5 Design space of clean-sheet engine showing πfan, Tt4.1∕Tt2, and πHPC as the three design variables. The minimum SFC occurs at the highest
temperature ratio, highest HPC pressure ratio, and the lowest fan pressure ratio. The white lines demarcate the undesirable region of the design space
where the nozzle exit Mach number is supersonic at takeoff as annotated in the figure.
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propulsive efficiency and results in an increase in nondimensional

corrected fuel flow rate, fcorr � _mf × LHV∕�a0D2p0�, as seen in

Fig. 6a. Plotting the nondimensional corrected fuel flow rate (as
defined by Cumpsty and Heyes [23]) against the specific thrust shows
that this trend is independent of fan size (various fan sizes are shown in
different colors in Fig. 6a). Figure 6a also illustrates the impact of the
takeoff nozzle pressure ratio constraint on the engine cycle; at a specific
thrust of approximately 0.164,we observe an increase in the sensitivity

of the corrected fuel flow to the specific thrust. This is because the

higher specific thrust requires higher jet velocities while the pressure
ratio constraint at takeoff effectively limits the Mach number of the

flow at the nozzle exit. Therefore, the temperature of the jet must
increase to be able to provide the required jet velocity. This is achieved

by a decrease in thework extracted by the LPTand therefore a decrease
in the pressure rise of theHPC.This decrease in the cycle pressure ratio

further reduces the cycle efficiency (in addition to the decrease in
propulsive efficiency due to increased jet velocity). This decrease in

HPCpressure rise also results in a sharp decrease inEI(NOx) in Fig. 6b
at a specific thrust of approximately 0.164
Assuming fixed aerodynamic performance (i.e., L/D), the thrust

required is directly proportional to the variation in the weight of the
aircraft. At a given flight condition, a fixed fan diameter and fan face

Mach number set the mass flow rate through the inlet. Therefore, an
increase in the thrust required increases the specific thrust that the

engine needs to be designed for. The performance of the clean-sheet
and derivative engine as a function of the thrust required relative to

the baseline STCA for a fixed fan diameter of 1.16 m (45.5 in) based
on the STCA airframe [11] is shown in Fig. 7.
The clean-sheet engine designed for minimum SFC subject to

material limits results in a 4.9–4.3% improvement in SFC relative to
the derivative engine; however, theNOx emissions index at cruise is

Table 2 Optimization objective function and constraints for clean-
sheet and derivative engines

Engine
Derivative
engine

Clean-sheet
engine without
NOx limit

Clean-sheet engine
with NOx limit

Objective
function

SFC SFC SFC

Constraints Tblade ≤ 1222 K Tblade ≤ 1222 K Tblade ≤ 1222 K

Tvane ≤ 1278 K Tvane ≤ 1278 K Tvane ≤ 1278 K

Tt3 ≤ 900 K Tt3 ≤ 900 K Tt3 ≤ 900 K
Pt9

Pamb

��
takeoff

≤ 2.0 Pt9

Pamb

��
takeoff

≤ 2.0 Pt9

Pamb

��
takeoff

≤ 2.0

EI�NOx� ≤ 14.5 g∕kg

Fig. 6 Nondimensional performance of clean-sheet engine for a range of required specific thrusts and different fan diameters: a) nondimensional fuel
flow vs the specific thrust and b) emission index ofNOx vs the specific thrust. The sensitivity of the nondimensional fuel flow to specific thrust is annotated
in panel a, highlighting the change in slope when the nozzle Mach number constraint is in effect. The colors represent different engine fan diameters.

Fig. 7 a) SFC and b) EI(NOx) of clean-sheet and derivative engines as a function of the thrust required. The thrust required is shown as a fraction of the
STCA design thrust.
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2.2–2.8 times that of the derivative engine. This is becausewhen the
clean-sheet design of the engine is only subject to material limits a
higher HPC pressure ratio is desirable for increasing the overall
cycle pressure ratio and therefore reducing the SFC of the engine.
However, the high HPC pressure ratio results in a high temperature
and pressure at the inlet of the combustor (P3; T3), which results in
an increase in the EI(NOx). This represents a tradeoff between the
fuel efficiency (and therefore CO2 emissions) and the emissions of
NOx. In the case of the derivative engine, the design space con-
straints shown in Fig. 4 stemming from turbine material limits (as
well as the fixed cooling flow rates from the donor core) limit the
HPC pressure ratio such that EI(NOx) for the range of thrusts shown
here is 15∼20 g∕kg.
An alternate clean-sheet design is shown where the engine is

optimized for minimum SFC but subject to an EI(NOx) constraint
at takeoff of 14.5 g/kg [i.e., the minimum EI(NOx) of the derivative
engines for the range of thrusts considered here]. This results in a
clean-sheet engine that has a 0.4–1.2% reduction in SFC relative to
the derivative engine. The EI(NOx) limit is a more severe constraint
on the engine cycle optimization than the last-stage temperature limit
of the compressor. This also indicates that improvements in com-
pressor material to withstand higher temperatures are unlikely to
result in improvements in performancewithout resulting in increased
NOx emissions. The resulting LTO emissions metric value (Dp∕Foo)

based on the current subsonic Committee onAviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP)/8 standards as well as the supersonic standards
from ICAOAnnex 16 are shown in Fig. 8. A summary of the CAEP/8
limits is provided in Appendix B. The derivative engine presented
here would meet the subsonic standard with a 6–18% margin, while
the clean-sheet engine simply optimized for minimum SFC would
notmeet the current subsonic standard. This analysis does not include
characteristic correction divisors or other development allowances.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative certification EPNL calculated for

each engine using a fixed thrust-setting schedule based on the NASA
STCA Standard takeoff and approach trajectories. For engines with
higher thrust requirements at design and takeoff, the thrust required at
each point of the trajectory is assumed to scale proportionally.
The results show that the EPNL for the derivative and the clean-

sheet engines vary by less than 3EPNdB. Thevariation in noise levels
seen here is driven by the differences in jet velocity at the off-design
points between the three engines. The variation in the jet velocity
stems from the differences in the thermodynamic cycle of the three
different engines considered here. At each design thrust requirement,
the derivative and clean-sheet engines have the same specific thrust at
the design point because they have the same fan face area, fan face
Mach number, and net thrust requirement and therefore the jet
velocity at design is identical. However, each engine has a different
thermodynamic cycle due to different FPR, HPC pressure ratio, and
Tt4.1∕Tt2 and consequently have different matching characteristics

leading to jet velocity differences of the order of 4–6% during the
takeoff trajectory. Because the jet noise is the dominating noise
source for high specific thrust engines for SST, small variations in
the cumulative EPNL are expected. A summary of the derivative
engine and clean-sheet engines is shown in Table 3.

IV. Conclusions

We show that the use of a donor core in the derivative engine
imposes constraints on the design space by coupling the operation of

Fig. 8 Dp∕Foo relative to the a) subsonic CAEP/8 and b) supersonic rules vs thrust requirement relative to the STCA baseline.

Fig. 9 Standard trajectory EPNL as a function of thrust requirements.
Also shown are the chapter 3, 4, and 14 noise levels, shown along with the
dates of the type certificate (TC) cutoff when these limits became appli-
cable for new-type aircraft.

Table 3 Summary of derivative and clean-sheet engine design and
performance; the clean-sheet engine with NOx limit is constrained to a
takeoff EI(NOx) of 14.5 g/kg; the chapter 4 allowable noise limits are 278

EPNdB

Engine
Derivative
engine

Clean-sheet
engine without
NOx limit

Clean-sheet
engine with
NOx limit

πf 2.0 2.0 1.95

πHPC 10.0 19.0 9.5

Tt4, K 1828 2000 2000
ER 1.06 1.02 1.03
Cruise SFC, kg/s/kN 0.0259 0.0247 0.0257
Cruise EI(NOx), g/kg 13.0 32.7 9.04

Takeoff EI(NOx), g/kg 16.0 51.6 14.5

Subsonic Dp/Foo, g/kN 35.0 79.2 30.2
CAEP/8 limit, g/kN 39.7 68.1 37.6
Cumulative noise, EPNdB 280.2 281.4 279.4
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the high-pressure spool with design choices made on the low-
pressure spool such as the choice of the fan pressure ratio. Further-
more, we show that the increased degree of freedom obtained in a
clean-sheet engine from the high-pressure spool provides design
space benefits that can be used to decrease fuel consumption. When
only designing for minimum SFC, the clean-sheet engine designed
for the STCA thrust requirement results in an SFC improvement of
approximately 4.5%. However, such a design has 2.5 times the cruise
EI(NOx) and a 1.2 EPNdB increase in noise relative to the derivative
engine. When constraining the clean-sheet engine to have a takeoff
EI(NOx) less than the minimum takeoff EI(NOx) of the derivative
engine (for the range of thrusts considered here), we find that a 0.5%
improvement in SFC relative to the derivative is possible with a 0.8
EPNdB decrease in noise and a 10% decrease in cruise EI(NOx)
relative to the derivative engine. With a fixed combustor design, the
constraint on the takeoff EI(NOx) limits the maximum pressure ratio
of the thermodynamic cycle, which in turn limits the SFC benefit of
using a clean-sheet design. This highlights the need to have advanced
lowNOx emissions combustors to be able to reap the SFC benefits of
operating at higher overall pressure ratio (OPR) without excessive
NOx emissions.
The more severe limit imposed by theNOx constraint suggests that

improvements in turbinematerials, which would reduce the amount of
cooling flow required, are more likely to yield performance improve-
ments than improvements in compressor materials. While the current
work evaluates the impact of the design space constraints imposed by
the donor core on the derivative engine cycle, further reduction in fuel
burn is possible with improvements in component efficiencies, and
reduction in EI(NOx) could be possible with the use of advanced
combustors. The sensitivity of the performance of a clean-sheet engine
relative to a derivative engine to the component efficiencies, material
limits, and combustor technology requires further research.
We calculate the Landing and takeoff emissions (LTO) emissions

metric value Dp∕Foo and compare it against the ICAO Annex 16
Volume II standards for supersonic aircraft (that remain from the
Concorde era) to show that these engines can have up to an approx-
imately 65%margin to the standard. This suggests that theNOx limits
for supersonic aircraft are outdated. We also show that the derivative
engine and the clean-sheet engine subjected to a NOx emissions
constraint can meet the current CAEP∕8Dp∕Foo limits for subsonic

aircraft engines. Although we consider a 10% variation in thrust
requirement for the clean-sheet and derivative engines, we note that
the trends may vary in different ways for larger aircraft cruising at
higherMachnumbers, and this shouldbeconsidered in future research.

Appendix A: Donor Engine Model Details
at Sea Level Static

Fig. A1 Donor engine schematic showing an unmixed turbofan. Station numbers and key components are highlighted.

Table A1 Summary of donor engine model at
SLS conditions

Variable Value

Inlet Mach number 0.0
Altitude, m 0.0
Inlet mass flow rate, kg/s 440
Gross thrust, kN 142.3
Net thrust, kN 142.3
Thrust specific fuel consumption, kg/s/kN 0.0103
Overall pressure ratio 32.6
Combustor exit temperature, Tt4, K 1698

Turbine first rotor inlet temperature, Tt4.1, K 1622

Table A2 Donor engine station data at SLS conditions
(refer to Fig. A1 for station numbers)

Station
number

Station
description

Mass
flow
rate,
kg/s

Corrected
mass flow
rate, kg/s

Total
temperature,

K

Total
pressure,

kPa
Mach
number

0 Freestream 440.15 440.15 288.15 101.33 0.00
2 Fan inlet 440.15 441.04 288.14 101.12 0.60
2.2 LPC inlet 68.78 43.78 340.05 172.91 0.40
1.2 Bypass

flow
371.38 236.41 340.05 172.91 0.40

2.5 HPC inlet 68.78 25.38 414.78 329.42 0.35
3 HPC exit 63.76 3.31 827.26 3307.35 0.25
3.1 Combustor

inlet
53.34 2.77 827.26 3307.35 0.30

4 Combustor
exit

54.80 4.24 1697.87 3175.06 0.10

4.5 HPT exit 65.22 16.70 1217.44 813.42 0.35
5 LPT exit 70.24 77.62 842.61 156.79 0.40
9 Core

nozzle exit
70.24 78.38 842.61 155.28 0.82

1.9 Bypass
nozzle exit

371.38 244.66 340.05 167.09 0.88

Table A3 Donor engine turbomachinery performance at SLS
(refer to Fig. A1 for relevant components)

Component

Inlet
corrected
mass flow
rate, kg/s

Pressure
ratio

Temperature
ratio

Polytropic
efficiency

Adiabatic
efficiency

Fan 441.04 1.71 1.18 0.93 0.92
LPC 43.78 1.94 1.22 0.95 0.94
HPC 25.38 10.04 1.99 0.91 0.88
HPT 4.24 3.90 1.30 0.87 0.88
LPT 17.12 5.06 1.41 0.87 0.89
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Appendix B: ICAO NOx Emissions Metrics
(Dp∕Foo [g/kN])

B.1. Supersonic rules

The ICAO supersonic rules limit the NOx Dp/Foo to be less than

Dp

Foo

����
limit

� 36� 2.42 × πoo

B.2. Subsonic CAEP/8 Rules

For engines with Foo ≤ 89 kN, the ICAO CAEP/8 subsonic rules
limit the NOx Dp/Foo to be below

Dp

Foo

����
limit

�
(
40.0520� 1.5681 × πoo − 0.3615 × Foo − 0.00180 × πoo × Foo; πoo < 30

41.9435� 1.5050 × πoo − 0.5823 × Foo � 0.005562 × πoo × Foo; 30 ≤ πoo ≤ 104.7

Appendix C: SFC Versus Temperature Ratio for
Derivative Engines

For the derivative engine, at a given fan pressure ratio, there is a

temperature ratio that gives the optimal (minimum) SFC. Figure C1

shows a slice of Fig. 4 at a fan pressure ratio of 2.0.

The nonmonotonic trend in SFC is due to the response of the

donor core at different temperature ratios for a fixed thrust require-

ment. As the temperature ratio increases, the specific power of the

donor core also increases. For a fixed thrust requirement and fan

pressure ratio (i.e., a fixed location on the x axis in Fig. 4), the mass

flow rate through the core must decrease. This mass flow reduction

is achieved by decreasing the LPT area, which determines the flow

capacity of the LPTand sets the pressure ratio across the HPT (seen

from having two turbines in series; see thework by Saravanamuttoo

et al. [22]). This reduction in flow capacity and HPT pressure ratio

results in the donor core decelerating to a lower corrected speed and

compressor pressure ratio. Therefore, as the temperature ratio is

increased, there is first an increase in thermal efficiency (from the

increase in temperature ratio) but a simultaneous decrease in HPC

pressure ratio (which tends to decrease the thermal efficiency),

resulting in the observed trend.

Above a temperature ratio of approximately 6.06, the cooling flow

rates (determined by the donor core) are insufficient to keep the

turbine vanes below the chosen temperature limit. At the selected

fan pressure ratio, the minimum SFC occurs in this infeasible region

(shaded red in Fig. A4).
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